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Society relies on uninterrupted access to telecommunications, power distribution, water/sewer networks, and transportation
systems. Awareness of  repair costs, liability for causing service interruptions, and compensation for injury and death has increased
the priority on damage prevention, which has created a strong demand for effective methods of  detecting buried structure. 

Utility Locating with GPR

Figure 1: GPR complements other utility locating
tools by scanning plastic, concrete, utilities with
broken tracer wires and complex sites.

End-to-End Solutions 

Traditional pipe and cable locators are the most common and cost effective method for detecting magnetic fields associated with
electric current flow on buried metal pipes or cables.  Current flow can be created by connecting directly to a power source or by
induction from a surface electromagnetic (EM) field transmitter coil. 

However, currents can bleed on to adjacent utilities in congested areas
making individual line location difficult. Further, locating non-metallic pipes
and conduits (concrete, plastic, asbestos-concrete) or utilities with broken
tracer wires is not possible with EM methods.  Ground Penetrating Radar
(GPR) offers an alternative locating method for these cases.
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While GPR is a powerful technology for subsurface imaging, it has
some limitations. Radio frequency signals produced by GPR
systems are absorbed by soil and some soils allow deeper
penetration than others. For example, heavy clay soils have high
electrical conductivity and may restrict signal travel to less than one
meter. On the other hand, utilities buried in electrically resistive
sandy soils may be detectable at depths greater than five meters.

As well, GPR responds to all electrical changes in the subsurface.
Responses from rocks, tree roots, debris, and soil layer changes may
be detected complicating buried utility identification. 

Spatial GPR  target relationships are often used to isolate utility
responses from other types of  objects.

GPR techno-babble about changing antennas or trying a range of
different frequencies often intimidates potential users. More than
ten years of  field experience has shown that properly designed
ultra-wideband (UWB) GPRs, spanning the 100 to 500 MHz
frequency range, provide the best compromise between resolution
and penetration. GPR has detected utilities at depths between a few
centimeters to more than five meters, pinpointed lateral position to
within centimeters, and determined depth to a few percent.  

Using a GPR system is conceptually similar to working
with traditional EM locating instruments - the GPR
must cross the utility in a “sweep” at 90 degrees to the
anticipated utility direction.

GPR units are normally cart-mounted and display data
as cross sectional images of  the ground on a computer
screen such as the Digital Video Logger (DVL) on the
LMX100 or Utility SmartCart (Figure 1). Unlike EM
instruments that use a tone to indicate a target, the
GPR signal image must be viewed by the operator to
identify the target. GPR signal amplitude alone is not
a good indicator of  the presence of  a pipe or cable as
unimportant targets may generate stronger responses.
It is the shape of  the response that is most critical.  

Pipes and utilities appear in the GPR cross-sectional
images as hyperbolic shapes or inverted “V”
responses. Hyperbolas occur when localized objects
reflect energy back to the GPR. As the GPR moves
towards, crosses, and then moves away from a target,
the depth to the  target decreases, reaches a minimum,
and then increases again. The operator identifies the
peak or apex of  the hyperbola as the location of  the
target (Figure 2, inset).Figure 2: Locate & Mark mode - A back-up arrow feature allows users to pull the system

backwards along the same surveyed path until a position arrow is over the apex of the
response. At this point the  utility is directly under the GPR and the surface position can be
outlined with a paint mark or flag.

Figure 3: Local soil properties can change causing the amplitude of hyperbolas from the same utility to vary from strong to weak.

Locate & Mark
The LMX100 and Utility SmartCart (Figure 1) are designed  specifically for
utility locating and are easy to use.  Operators can change the display depth,
gain, color, and filtering on the DVL display screen to enhance the data
image to reveal the hyperbolic response from utilities.

A back-up arrow feature allows users to pull the system backwards along
the same surveyed path until a position arrow is over the apex of the
response. At this point the  utility is directly under the GPR and the sur-
face position can be outlined with a paint mark or flag.  This procedure is
called Locate & Mark (Figure 2).

The uitility is located at the apex of the
hyperbola (inverted “V”)

The utility alignment is determined by repeating the Locate & Mark
procedure on multiple lines crossing the same target.
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The utility alignment is
determined by repeating
the Locate & Mark
procedure on multiple lines
crossing the same target.
Hyperbola amplitudes can
vary due to local soil
properties, but the pattern
is still easily distinguished
by  the human eye (Figure
3).

Once the utility has
been confirmed, the operator can use
the Velocity Calibration (based on the
hyperbola’s shape) to estimate the
depth to within 10 percent.

GPS can be used to geo-reference the flags
or paint markings to enter the utility
location into a CAD or Geographical
Information system (GIS).

Survey & Map
Survey & Map allows operators to
unravel relationships between targets by
analyzing and viewing the GPR data
using 3D imaging.

Survey & Map is an integral part of  the
Utility SmartCart. Easy-to-use tools
guide the operator’s data acquisition in a
rectilinear grid pattern for complete area
coverage (Figure 5).  Users can enlarge
grids or work around obstructions (trees
or poles) within the grid (Figure 4).

Survey & Map collection allows data to
be processed and displayed in 3D.
A series of  plan-map slices at different
depths help decipher complex utility
relationships (Figure 6).

A key goal of  any Survey & Map
project is to transfer the utility position
from the GPR data into CAD and GIS
software to update “as-built” drawings
of facilities (Figure 7).

EKKO_Project software adds
interpretations onto the GPR data
for reports and extracts important
information like position and depth.

Figure 4: Grid Collection screen
Prompts the operator to collect each
survey line and add extra lines to the
grid to make it bigger, or to work
around an obstruction.

2.0 - 2.5 ft
Depth Map

8.0 - 8.5 ft
Depth Map

Figure 5:
Survey & Map mode
Data is acquired on a 
rectilinear grid pattern 
for complete area
coverage.

Figure 7: Autocad map of utilities

Figure 6:
A series of plan-map
slices at different
depths help
decipher complex
utility relationships.
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Integrated GPS
Integrating GPR with GPS delivers the next level of  GPR utility locating.
An accurate GPS enables users to cover an area in a random walking pattern.

If  a hyperbola or other interesting response is found during data collection, users
can locate and flag it electronically with the DVL Fiducial button. Once data
collection is completed, Google Earth (.kmz) files are generated to display the path
of  every GPR line, as well as all the fiducial markers (Figure 8).

This map-view of  the fiducial markers clearly indicates the position and direction
of  utilities and reveals which point objects can be ignored. Depth slices can also
be displayed in Google Earth if  GPS information is available.

The field operator may not always distinguish subtle features while in the field. Employing Survey & Map adds the capabili-
ty to review the data with EKKO_Project software, enhance the presentation, identify targets missed in the field, and improve
the Google Earth or similar map image.

Users are cautioned that geo-referenced utility positioning is only as accurate as the GPS. A low quality model GPS does not pro-
vide the precision of  a better, more expensive unit and can turn a linear utility into a wiggly line when plotted in plan map format.

Summary
As GPR systems become easier to use and more affordable, utility locators are adopting GPR as part of  their
locating toolset.

GPR is deployed in two modes for utility locating. Simple rapid locating uses the Locate & Mark approach to
deliver on-the-spot results. More advanced engineering needs benefit from the detailed 3D imaging and analysis
available with Survey & Map. The most appropriate approach depends on the type of  locate, the complexity of
the problem, the detail of  record keeping needed, and the use of  the GPR data for other engineering
and design needs. nn
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Figure 8: Google Earth displaying the GPR survey path, fiducial
markers, post-processing interpretations, and depth slices.


